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Internal Quality Assurance Cell & Center for Continuous & Lifelong Learning for 

Professional Excellence organized a guest lecture and an interactive session on 25th May 2023 by 

Mr. S. Raghavan, Director IQAC, UPES, Dehradun.   

 

The guest lecture was on “Quality Assurance in curriculum design”. The introduction to 

OBE, and terminologies aligning the outcomes with teaching learning pedagogy and assessment 

were emphasized. He explained about learning activity space where in Blooms’ taxonomy levels 

are mapped with learning activities. Discussed the pros and cons of each assessment method and 

strategies to make teaching learning more interesting to students.  
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Feedback Analysis 

1. The session was very informative 

 
2. The session was interactive:  

 
3. Overall grade the session from 1 to 10 

 
4. What was most interesting in the sessions:  

Narration, Self-experience examples, Discussion, Assessment Instruments 
 

5. What could have been done to make the sessions better:  

Should have added how to create enthusiasm in students’ point of view, Experience in 

How to handle large groups, More discussion on alignment, Hands-on workshop, and 

short of time. 
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IQAC of JSS AHER organized a panel discussion on 25th May 2023 with a distinguished guest, 

Raghavan S, Director of Quality Assurance, Accreditation & Rankings at the University of Petroleum and 

Energy Studies chaired by Dr Madhusudan Purohit, Dean (IQAC), JSS AHER 

This discussion aimed to delve into various criteria and aspects related to our institution's 

performance and identify areas that need improvement. 

 

Each criterion was thoroughly examined during the panel discussion, and in-depth discussions were 

held on how we can address the associated challenges and pain points. Raghavan S shared his expertise and 

insights, providing valuable guidance on effective strategies and methods to overcome these challenges. 

The panel discussion served as a platform for open dialogue and knowledge-sharing among 

participants. It allowed us to better understand the criteria and their implications for our institution. The 

valuable input and suggestions received during the discussion will play a crucial role in shaping our future 

initiatives and actions. 

  

Overall, the panel discussion provided an opportunity to critically evaluate our institution's 

performance, identify areas for improvement, and explore innovative approaches to enhance our overall 

quality and effectiveness. It was a productive session that will contribute to our ongoing efforts to strive for 

excellence and continuous development. 


